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About Us
S2DiO was founded by a group of seasoned professionals who shared a vision to set up an international standard
design/IT firm. Hence in 1998 S2DiO was established. It has witnessed a gradual progress ever since.
In line with its tradition of exploring the unexplored S2DiO has undergone an identity-evolution from an inspiringly
creative to an incredibly successful business concern. Initially, S2DiO had designed and multimedia as its core,
today S2DiO is also offering high-end and web-related services.
Uncompromising commitment and sheer hard work have worked magic for S2dio. Today, S2DiO has sizeable
international clientele with prospects beyond imagination.

Our Services
S2dio serves a diversified clientele ranging from industry to trade and services. S2dio understands that today’s
businessman has to manage costs, fluctuations, and technology besides the conventional issues related to sales,
management, and finances etc.
And this is where S2dio comes to your rescue. We have expertise and the knowledge that may help you counter
these modern day business challenges and survive with grace.
Our experts have deep industry knowledge, round-the-clock business updates and they use this information for
extensive research and incisive analysis to design technology-based, high-notch business models and services
which help your business grow even in the most hostile of the environs.
Web design & Development on Open Source Platform Microsoft Dot Net, C# and SharePoint Application
Development i-Phone, i-Pad & Mobile Application Development Android, J2MEE Application development Custom
Application Development, Consulting, Application Management, Business Intelligence Independent Testing & QA

6 Reasons to choose S2DiO
More than 150 Highly satisfied clients from 20 countries Working with more than 30 Web Agencies as Partner One
stop solution for all your need - Maximum services (Assures 100% satisfaction) High quality deliverables, Cost
effectiveness, Reliability and Timeliness in developing tailor-made solutions. 12 Years-Most experienced, better
managed, and secured delivery commitments 100% Quality driven company.

Our Key Features
High standards of Quality deliverables Cost Effectiveness and reliability Timeliness on meeting delivery milestones
Custom solution offerings to fit your exact requirements Flexible, Adaptable and Scalable solutions Effective
Professional execution Extensive domain knowledge and cross functional abilities Communication excellence to
minimize the Gap Maximization of your ROI in the shortest possible time
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Benefits and Uses of Mobile Technology
S2DiO provides offshore porting and mobile application development services enabling clients to readily access
their data anytime and from anywhere. Our services help them become instantly available to their customers
through the convenience of mobile handheld devices improving their reach to unforeseen levels. We provide a
range of services including real time integration for mobile handheld devices; gateway integration for mobile-tomobile, GPS, SMSC systems; integration and compatibility services with existing data systems; GPRS connectivity
and compatibility with other location-based services; user-friendly design; image-support functionality; sounds;
videos; and several others. At S2DiO we have the necessary technical know-how to develop mobile applications for
an array of devices and platforms. Off late, there has been tremendous growth in the field of custom mobile
software development with people becoming increasingly dependent on the ready access to real-time information
provided by mobile Internet.

Offshore Mobile Software Solutions
At S2DiO we believe in working closely with our clients Our specialists conduct rounds of discussion with you to
understand the objectives of your business Once you entrust us with your project we take charge of the entire
Software Development Life Cycle starting with planning and analysis, architecture, to development,
implementation, hosting, on-device and network-carrier testing, and maintenance of the mobile applications.

Mobile Solutions offered by S2DiO
Games Development for Mobile Website development for Mobile application development for both IOS and Android
Applications.
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Hampshire i-Pad Application
Scope Of Work
Problem Areas Faced by the Client
There was an already existing website, but that was not a good tool to reach to the potential IOS customers.
Only some of the properties shown in the website, but most of the customers were asking the client for a perfect iPad application

Solution Offered
We have offered to integrate the existing data from the website and to showcase them in the i-Pad application

Project Details
This is the perfect Real estate i-Pad application to get access to an exclusive collection of properties. Hampshire is
leader in commercial real estate services. This app allows you to browse the latest available properties and all their
detailed information like site maps, floor plans, reports, location, brokers, amenities and any other resource that
will make the users search experience easy.

Work By Our Team
 Entire Graphic design and Screen Designs
 Development of the i-Pad application using Xcodes
 We have developed the web-services in XML
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Screenshots of Hampshire Application

Splash Screen

Form for Tenants

Property Details Screens
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Accu-Mile i-Phone Application
Scope Of Work
Problem Areas Faced by the Client
The client wanted to showcase the most advanced mileage and expense tracking application available on the
market today. This sort of functionality was not there in the i-Tunes like Accu-Mile before

Solution Offered
The full-featured version of the app supports expenses, identifies frequent destinations, saves specific cars
used, suggest areas of interest, displays odometer and distance readings, car specifications, and exports all of
this information via email for business tax and car maintenance purposes.

Project Details
The easy-to-use interface is ideal for both business and consumers who wish to not only find their destination
through its GPS capabilities, but is also a fantastic tool for companies wishing to keep track of business costs. The
visual panache of Accu-Mile highlights sets it apart from the competition. This is a mileage tracker application that
both functions well and gets the job done.

Work By Our Team
 Entire Graphic design and Screen Designs
 Development of the i-Pad application using Xcodes
 We have developed the web-services in XML
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Screenshots of Accu-Mile Application

Contact List Distance and Time
(meter showing for the current trip)

Humidity Calculator Application
Scope Of Work
Problem Areas Faced by the Client
The client did not have a professional calculator application in the i-Tunes.

Solution Offered
By implementing mathematical Logic and professional graphic designs, we have achieved, what was targeted by
the client.
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Project Details
Development of a calculator where it calculates the relative humidity, Absolute Humidity, Mixing Ratio, Moisture in
Gases & Moisture in Liquids. It depends on the Dew-Point Temperature, Pressure and others. There are three or
four blank fields in every page where we need to fill two or three fields and the result shows in the blank field.

Work By Our Team
 Entire Graphic design and Screen Designs
 Universal App Development using Xcodes.
 The Universal app will work equally good in all IOS devices.

Humidity Calculator Application

Main Menu Info Screen
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Humidity Calculator Application

Absolute Humidity

Low Humidity- Gases

10x Maastricht i-Phone Application
Scope Of Work
Problem Areas Faced by the Client
The client was in need to launch a Travel guide which would feature the best things to see and do for a particular
area(s) within a city. He also needed the application to have the option, where the users would be able to choose
from selected categories and recommended listings, then browse locations, and photos for sights and attractions.
Good database compatibility between the web database and the I-Phone application was also needed by the client

Solution Offered
By implementing Extensive Logic on xcodes and full GPS functionality, we have achieved the result required by
client. There was also major work within the PHP web admin panel and web database.
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Project Details
10xMaastricht is an Exclusive Travel Guide, featuring the best things to see and do in Maastricht Fun and easy to
use, this Travel Guide includes ten pre-selected categories and many recommended listings, one-click phone
contacts, email, websites, locations, maps, photos, searchable listings, postcards and more. There is an incredible
variety of carefully selected listings to choose from. Whether the users are out exploring the culture, cafes and
shopping venues or looking for a great place to relax and chill-out, the users will find the best Maastricht has to
offer with the 10xMaastricht. Users would be able to choose from selected categories and recommended listings,
and then browse locations, and photos for sights and attractions. There are plenty of listings to choose from in the
following categories: Cafes, Culture, Delicatessen, Hotels, Nightlife, Places, Relaxation, Restaurants, Shopping and
more. Scroll through the recommended listings, make a call, send an email or visit the website with one-click from
the application. Maps are just a click away with our handy Map feature. The built in Map feature shows

Work By Our Team
 Entire Graphic design and Screen Designs.
 i-Phone App Development using Xcodes.
 We have developed the web-services in XML

Screenshots of 10XMaastricht i-Phone application

Splash Screen

Travel Listing Screen
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Screenshots of 10XMaastricht i-Phone application

Map View Listing of Cafes

Kosair i-Phone Application
Scope Of Work
Problem Areas Faced by the Client
The client wanted to launch an i-Phone application to raise awareness for all of the wonderful programs of their
non-profit organization. The client also wanted to display news and events through the I-Phone application, as well
as learn about the history of Kosair Charities and donate to this great cause. Good database compatibility between
the web database and the I-Phone application was also needed by the client.

Solution Offered
Our Programmers integrated the existing data from the website to showcase them in the i-Phone application. Also,
by implementing Extensive Logic on xcodes, we have achieved the result required by client. There was also major
work within the PHP web admin panel and web database.
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Project Details
Kosair Charities mobile application for the i-Phone is designed to raise awareness for all of the wonderful programs
of our non-profit organization. This mobile app allows the socially conscious members of our community to donate
and volunteer their time to this life-changing charity. Every day, Kosair Charities helps children receive the medical
care they need to be able to walk, run and dance. Kosair Charities believes one healing step can lead to one more,
and one smile can lead to joyous laughter. It is because of Kosair Charities caring efforts that thousands of Kosair
Kids are able to do what they can do. And, just like all kids, they have dreams to pursue. Kosair Charities has
helped hundreds of thousands of children with a variety of illnesses and medical conditions-either individually or
through one of its granted organizations.

Work By Our Team
 Entire Graphic design and Screen Designs.
 i-Phone App Development using Xcodes.
 We have developed the web-services in XML

Screenshots of Kosair i-Phone Application

Splash Screen

Social and Contact Screen

Events Listing Screen
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Buzzshare i-Phone Application
Scope Of Work
Problem Areas Faced by the Client
The client wanted to launch an i-Phone application to showcase information about different events which are
happening within or near a specific location. The client also wanted to showcase the events related information
from the existing website into the i-Phone application. Good database compatibility between the web database and
the i-Phone application was also needed by the client.

Solution Offered
Our Programmers integrated the existing data from the website to showcase them in the i-Phone application. Also,
by implementing Extensive Logic on xcodes, we have achieved the result required by client. There was also major
work within the PHP web admin panel and web database.

Project Details
Buzzshare is an application which gives information about different events which are happening or coming up in
near future. You can also get event information depending upon your locality and choice. You can also save many
events on your favorite list and so on.

Work By Our Team
 Entire Graphic design and Screen Designs i-Phone.
 App Development using Xcodes. Development of Php web-admin panel
 We have developed the web-services in XML.
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Screenshots of Buzzshare i-Phone Application

Splash Screen

Event Offer Screen

Event Share Message Screen
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IOS Games Portfolio
Str8ts i-Phone Game Application
Scope Of Work
Problem Areas Faced by the Client
The client wanted to launch an i-Phone Game similar to Sudoku. The client also wanted to gift the i-Phone users a
game having excellent Logic and very good graphics

Solution Offered
Our Programmers worked very closely with the client by understanding the Game Logic. The graphics were at-par
with the client’s requirements and it has been doing very well in i-tunes.

Project Details
Str8ts is the latest and most innovative puzzle to come out since Sudoku while competing with Sudoku for depth
and style of play. Imagine a puzzle that is easy to learn, has simple rules, requires no math skills and is addictive
as Sudoku. Str8ts is a fine tuned puzzle relying on strategically placed black cells that create solvable
compartments

Work By Our Team
 Entire Games Graphic design and Screen Designs.
 Development of the Game using COCOS 2d.
 We have also developed the webservices for saving high scores.
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Screenshots of Str8ts i-Phone Game Application

Tutorial Screen

Play Screen-1

Instruction Screen

Play Screen-2

Battle of Atlantic Game Application
Scope Of Work
Problem Areas Faced by the Client
The client wanted to launch an excellent i-Phone Game based on the longest continuous military campaign during
the World War II over the Atlantic. The client wanted to showcase extensive use of animations throughout the
game application

Solution Offered
Our Programmers worked very closely with the client by understanding the Game Logic. The graphics were at-par
with the client’s requirements and it has been doing very well in i-Tunes. Our 2d animators gave an excellent
animation for the entire game application.
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Project Details
Battle at the Atlantic application is based on the longest continuous military campaign during the World War II over
the Atlantic. The convoys were coming mainly from North America and the South Atlantic and going to the United
Kingdom and the Soviet Union, were protected for the most part by the British and Canadian navies and air forces.
These forces were aided by ships and the aircrafts of the United States.

Features
Real Sound - (Alarm, Crew, Explosion, etc.) Radar – Makes sure that you find your enemy. Red Led - They are on
your radar range. Green Led - The allies are close to protect the fleet. LCD Counter - After five will fire up against
the enemy. LCD Monitor - Gives you all the important information about them. Peak Meter 2 units
(Green/Yellow/Red) - If they are close, you will find them. 2D/3D Graphics/Chart - Searching for submarines in the
deep sea. Red Button - Fire the torpedo against the enemy in the count of five.

Work By Our Team
 Entire Graphic design in 2d and Screen Designs.
 Entire Animation of the Gaming application.
 I-Phone App Development using Xcodes and Cocoas 2d.

Screenshots of Battle at the Atlantic Game Application

Tutorial Screen

Play Screen-1

Play Screen-2

Play Screen-3
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Impulse- The Drinking Game
Scope Of Work
Problem Areas Faced by the Client
The client wanted to launch an excellent I-Phone Card Game with Unique Logic. The client wanted to link the Card
Game Logic with Drinking which has been very innovative idea for IOS Games.

Solution Offered
Our Programmers worked very closely with the client by understanding the Game Logic. The graphics were at-par
with the client’s requirements and it has been doing very well in i-Tunes.

Project Details
"Impulse" requires quick wit, a moderate vocabulary, and a high tolerance...... for FUN!!! Grab some drinks and sit
around a table. The app will select two players to compete head-to-head and a card (or other image) will appear
on screen Each player must say the first word that comes to his/her mind that BEGINS WITH the same letter as
the image on the screen. (For example, if the Two of clubs is shown, the first player to blurt out a word that starts
with a "T" is the winner of that round.) And then of course... the loser drinks! But "Impulse" isn't just a card game.
Choose from several categories such as animals, colors, shapes, fruits, and more. The "scoreboard" feature
automatically keeps track of exactly how many drinks each player has had.

Features
Real Sound - (Alarm, Crew, Explosion, etc.) Radar – Makes sure that you find your enemy. Red Led - They are on
your radar range. Green Led - The allies are close to protect the fleet. LCD Counter - After five will fire up against
the enemy. LCD Monitor - Gives you all the important information about them. Peak Meter 2 units
(Green/Yellow/Red) - If they are close, you will find them. 2D/3D Graphics/Chart - Searching for submarines in the
deep sea. Red Button - Fire the torpedo against the enemy in the count of five.
Work By Our Team
 Entire Graphic design and Screen Designs.
 Universal App Development using Xcodes.
 We have developed the web-services in XML.
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Screenshots of Impulse-Drinking Game i-Phone Game Application

Players Splash

Screen Play Screen-1

Players Screen

Play Screen-2
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Android Applications Portfolio
Beeblio-Me Application
Scope Of Work
Problem Areas Faced by the Client
The client wanted to launch a book reading application in android. Here user can buy book and read them.

Solution Offered
Our Programmers worked very closely with the client by understanding the clients’ requirements.

Project Details
This is a book reading application. Here user can buy book and read them. Before buying the book, he/ she also
can preview the book. Here content of a book can be bookmarked; also he/ she can highlight his/her favorite text.
User can also post some review about a book.

Work By Our Team
 Entire Graphic design and Screen Designs.
 Android App Development using coding in Advanced Java and J2MEE.
 We have developed the web-services for this application as well.
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Screenshots of Beeblio-Me Android Application

Beblio-Me Android

Tablet Screenshots

Yatzer Application
Scope Of Work
Problem Areas Faced by the Client
The client wanted to launch an unique article reading application in android. The client also wanted to display top 5
article list which is shown as list of pictures and showing title over them.

Solution Offered
Our Programmers worked very closely with the client by understanding the clients’ requirements.

Project Details
Yatzer is a article reading application. When the user starts the application it shows the current articles as list and
also a gallery in pictorial from. Clicking on them it shows the details of the article. People also can search for the
article for a particular month. It also has a top 5 article list which is shown as list of pictures and showing title over
them.
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Work By Our Team
 Entire Graphic design and Screen Designs.
 Android App Development using coding in Advanced Java and J2MEE.
 We have developed the web-services for this application as well.

Screenshots of Yatzer Application

Listing Screen

Menu Screen

Fweebi Application
Scope Of Work
Problem Areas Faced by the Client
The client wanted to launch an unique shopping details Android application for Greece. The client also wanted the
application done by the detecting the user current location.

Solution Offered
Our Programmers worked very closely with the client by understanding the clients’ requirements.
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Project Details
Fweebi is a shopping details application. It’s done only for Greece till now. Here a person can see different items
and where they are available in the city near him. It has been done by the detecting the user current location.
From this application user also can book his preferred item or find the details of the item. Android Map is
integrated in three different screens Set Home, Near Me and Drive me.

Work By Our Team
 Entire Graphic design and Screen Designs.
 Android App Development using coding in Advanced Java and J2MEE.
 We have developed the web-services for this application as well.

Screenshots of Fweebi Application

Listing Screen

Menu Screen

Chick-Fill-a-Bowl Application
Scope Of Work
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Problem Areas Faced by the Client
The client wanted to launch an unique fan Application with Game Statistics, result in every year, Events, FanInfo,
Game Photos and Videos. In every page in the top there are Facebook, Twitter and Page Reloading Button.

Solution Offered
Our Programmers worked very closely with the client by understanding the clients’ requirements.

Project Details
Chick-Fill A Bowl is a fan Application with Game Statistics; result in every year, Events, FanInfo, Game Photos and
Videos. In every page in the top there are Facebook, Twitter and Page Reloading Button. In the bottom section
there are seven navigation buttons, just click on this and it goes to this page. Every page there is a Advertisement
which comes dynamically. In the EventPage the description of the events related every information for fans. In
FanInfo Page there is hotels and restaurants information for fans. In Dome Page there is the stadium map, seating
chart and some policies for fans. In BowlInfo page there is every years score for the game. In Photos there shows
the game photos. In Videos there are game videos. In the Game Stats page there is every year’s game summary
of fans.

Work By Our Team
 Entire Graphic design and Screen Designs.
 Android App Development using coding in Advanced Java and J2MEE.
 We have developed the web-services for this application as well.
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Screenshots of Chick-Fill-A-Bowl Application

Fan Application with Events, Photos and Video Screens

Buddy Alert Application
Scope Of Work
Problem Areas Faced by the Client
The client wanted to launch an unique chat application for different groups of persons having different political
ideologies.

Solution Offered
Our Programmers worked very closely with the client by understanding the clients’ requirements.

Project Details
Buddy Alert is an alert type systematic automatic messaging system. By going to a place where the users may be
in danger or some problem. Users can open the application and set the time and select a contact no. If users are
in danger and the time will be finished a auto generated message is sent to the no. and also the users recent
location that means the latitude & longitude will send. There is a safe code for that application which works as a
password.
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Work By Our Team
 Entire Graphic design and Screen Designs.
 Android App Development using coding in Advanced Java and J2MEE.
 We have developed the web-services for this application as well.

Screenshots of Buddy Alert Application

Message Alert Screens

Politic.fr Application
Scope Of Work
Problem Areas Faced by the Client
The client wanted to launch an unique chat application for different groups of persons having different political
ideologies.

Solution Offered
Our Programmers worked very closely with the client by understanding the clients’ requirements.
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Project Details
PoliticFr is a chat application for peoples of France having different ideology. There are 26 parties having 7
different ideologies. A registered user can not chat with a person who has same ideology. So people can chat
there, it also has a news section where user can show news in a list format and also in details. From the
application user also can send email using his android accounts.

Work By Our Team
 Entire Graphic design and Screen Designs.
 Android App Development using coding in Advanced Java and J2MEE.
 We have developed the web-services for this application as well.

Screenshots of Politic.fr Application

Message Screens
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